OPERATING RULES
Operating rules regarding to products sale of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
(Consolidated text in force since 2014. May 1.)

INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS
1. These rules and regulation are intended to define how the product(s) distributed by Móksha Gyógyír
Ltd. (2161 Csomád, Szent István u. 5 Hungary) may be sold and establish the terms and conditions of
sale.They apply to Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. as well as all over 18 year old natural and legal entities that
have applied for registration as buyers, team workers or business representatives (acting agents), and
who, after their registration has been confirmed, become contractual partners of Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
2. Definitions:
Consumer, Costumer: Those natural person and legal entities, companys without legal entities or any
other organization, who buys from the product distributed by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. for own or family
consumption, those are not registered in the Móksha Drop network and they do not build the network.
Registered consumer: Those person, who registered to the Móksha Drop referral network, taking
advantage of the discounts and buy Móksha Drop for own and family consumption, but do not build
referral network.
Registered person: Those persons who registered as a proposer of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
Registered proposer: All natural person, and legal entities,or companys without legal entities, or any other
organization, who registered to the sales network of Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. The registered proposer is the
agent of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. and whom after the registration became in engagement contract of
Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. Hereafter registered proposer, or registered person.
Direct registered proposer: That person, who joined by an other proposer just underneath him/her ( direct
proposer).
Regular registered proposer activitys: Beyond the regular sales activity, or aside of the sale and product
informative activities, doing expansion activities of costumer, helping in the sales network exert.
Registered team members whos are entitled for Group Dividend: Those registered proposer, who
perform (sold) as much as required to be active – now currently its means to purchase or sold four unit.
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Central Event: Those event,training, series of lectures which is held in every 3 months by Móksha Gyógyír
Ltd.
Product: Those product(s) which is distributed by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
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3. During the registration the costumer and the person who wish to register with the online registration ,
and with signing the registration request the person declares that he knows and agrees with this
operating rules and also with the terms of sale. The contract is in place from when the Móksha Gyógyír
Ltd. accepts the request of registration and the activation gain by buy the product, it will end when the
trust agreement regarding to the sale of the product will end.
4. During the registration the person who wish to register will join underneath an other proposer choosen
before registration, that proposer who told him/her about the product and the opportunity. If the
person who is requesting to join to the sales network of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. is registered
underneath the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. he/she has got the chance to move underneath a proposer who is
close to his/her address and can help/guide him/her about the product and sales network. To register
underneath other proposer can only be possible if there is a written statement from both parties which
states they are booth agrees. The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd inform everyone who wish to register and the
registered team members about its not compulsory to register underneath the proposer which is
recommended by the firm, the firm has grant the opportunity to the registering person to stay
underneath the firm.In the events hosted in every quarter of a year by Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. the firm
give info, training about the product, sales, upgrading of the network sales to the registered proposer.
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5. Those natural, or legal entities, or companys without legal entities, or any other organization who
registered to the Móksha Drop sales network commits to acquainting the product and the sales network
on all aspects, delivery the product to the consumers, and to get more proposer into the sales network.
This activity grants opportunity to get discount on products and dividends too. In case if the registered
proposer has got a group network underneath him/her dosent matter if its spontaneously or deliberately
the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. may can nominate him/her to a Leader in the Móksha Drop sales network.
6. The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. reserves the right to change – publish the conditions before- the dividends,
discount rates on the sales network system. Those who are entitled for those benefits – even
occasionally- can get plus benefits.
7. The registered proposers of the sales network of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. has got the opportunity to
gain/gather group dividend (passive income) in the marketing and commision system if the registered
proposer is active ,
7.1.
The group dividend can be used to buy products but must follow the rules how to use
them.( up to 50% of the amount to be paid), the rules of how to use the group dividends in the
group of the registered proposer made up by the sales is still in place, on buying product with group
dividends this operating rules has no restrictions.
7.2.
The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. set up how can the registered proposers can get group dividend
(passive income), they measure the activity of the registered proposers by the following:
 To be active you need to sell,buy 4 unit ( the clearing system of the proposer network will
automatically check)
 To „aftercare” the proposers who registered (the network activity can be measured by
using,expanding the gained information, independent order, etc.)
 Giving help to taking apart at the Web-conferences, to expand the registered proposer network.
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7.3. Registration (agreement pertaining to sales) ceases if:
a) the registered person asks for the cancellation of his her registration at any time without presenting
arguments.
b) the registered person(co-operator) does not fulfill his/her purchase obligations agreed to and taken
up by registering and, after sending out repeated warnings, Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. directs the cessation
of the registration and hence the end of contract,
c) The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd with an aside written –mail,fax, e-mail- statement, with or without
explanation will delete the companys, and the registered proposer from the contractual partner list. A
reason for that could be if the contractual partner of the Móksha Gyógy Ltd. has gained discount to
buy products or gained group dividend because of his/her past activity, but supplementary, closely
related to this activity passing knowledge or getting new costumer he/she dosent do. Those who in
the status above mentioned will get a written or oral warning from the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. to
maintain the registration of the proposer. This warning can contains what kind of professional activity
the entrusting expected and will expect from the registered proposer, can give information about, in
the next period in what occasions and what professional events he/she should attend to fulfill the
required liability what is expected from registered proposers.
d) The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. delete the registered person from the register because of – at the same
time cancels the agent contract too – he/she violates the rules of sales especially: exceeding his/her
authority during the process of buying (selling) agreed upon in his/her commission, providing untrue,
fake information about the product(s), providing or attempting to provide misleading information
about the status or the effectiveness of the product(s), a general attitude judged by the managing
director of Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. as conflicting with the contents and the spirit of the present
regulation.

•
•
•

•

Including but not limited
if the registered proposer violates what has been statedn in the Code of Ethics set up by Móksha
Gyógyír Ltd.,
If the registered proposer doing his/her activity dishonestly, prejudice or threatening the legitimate
interests of Móksha Gyógyír Ltd or the costumers, or the requirement of doing business honestly,
if the registered proposer affirm untrue information, or changeing true information in to false anyhow,
other behavior which violates or threatening the good reputation, creditworthiness of Móksha
Gyógyír Ltd or product(s) or the members,
if the registered proposer treat business secrets dishonestly, using, or without permission
communicate to others.
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• if the registered proposer criticize in public the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd, or the management, or the
management decisions, or are show in a bad light.
The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. inform the persons who wish to register, and those who already registered,
about that the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. has the right to immediately cease the registration if the managing
director of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. thinks it is incompatible with the spirit of the firm, if the registered
proposer shows opposite behavior as a „private person”, disclose private opinions, or in social sites, or
shows this kind of behavior in websites operated by Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. or any of its contractual partner.
8. The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. reserves the right to itself to pause, or to cease the trading with any of it
partner (registered proposer -, agent-, company -, or consumer) with the cease of the registration too,
if from the partner side there is a suspected abuse of the Móksha Drop products, the marketing tools of
it, the datas of the Móksha Drop system, or about the proposer network dividend system.
9. In any case when cancelling a registration, Moksha Gyógyír Ltd. will settle accounts with the former
partner, according to their status at the moment of cancellation. The present regulation does not treat
questions related to product prices or to the terms and conditions of remuneration of those who
participate int he sales, registered people are given this short information directly and always updated.
10. In all cases of cancellation to settle accounts will happen as follow, the
eliminated/left/excluded/deleted from the records, will receive an invoice about the commission
which is due from the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. This request can be possible and handed in till the
following month 10.th when the person left the firm, in case its not happening, the person lost
his right of commission. In case the registration is ceased because of violating this regulation 8.th
b) – d) points, then the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. will send out a notifying mail which will inform the
registered person about his due commission and the deadline, in which with the submitted
invoice the registered person will get the commission which is due till the last day of being
registered, miss the specified deadlines means the person has no right to get his/her commission
which is till due. .
11. The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. reserves the right to itself to modify the contents of this regulation and
the content of orders which is gaved to registered proposer. Undertakes that the regulation
which is in force will always be published in the official website of the company.
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12. The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd commits to send out newsletters at least each month to every
registered proposers about the current informations, opportunitys, will draws attention towards
to the changes of the rules. The registered proposers required to follow and to accept the
changes. If the registered proposer dosent agree with the changes of the rules he/she can reply
in written format to the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. by at least 15 day of the rules been in force, or have
been published, and at the same time requests the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. to delete him/her from
the registered list, and from the sales system.
13. The registered proposer has no any kind of remedies against the one-side changes and decisions
of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
14. The registered person (agent) must consider it his/her duty to communicate any changes in
his/her personal data to Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. without delay. It is his/her responsibility failing to
do so or providing inaccurate data the use of which may result unfavourably to him/her. Móksha
Gyógyír Ltd. takes upon itself the responsibility for handling registered persons datas
confidentially, according to the laws on data protection. Registered partners ont he other hand
accept that Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. is entitled to use their personal data in connection with sales
affairs and matters concerning their activities as sales agents.
15. The rights received being a registered proposer can not be transferred. The registration is neither
inheritable nor got by successions. In the case of death, the deceased registered person heir(s) is (are)
entitled to declare whether he/she (they) wish to occupy his/her place. The heir(s) can requests the
deceased registered proposers dividend in 15 days counted from the probate order is in place, the heir(s)
can request the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd to make an invoice with the deceased registered team members
dividends due till his/her death, in case the heir(s) miss the 15 day deadline the dividend will be lost and the
heir(s) lost the right to claim the dividends. The commission can only be paid if the deceased registered
proposer was doing regular proposer activity at the time when the commission was generated. In case of
succession of legal entity or business entity without legal personality, or organization the registration only can
be continued if a final decision on the court of the legal succession is presented to the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.,
and the successor organization ownership structure remains unchanged. If the ownership structure changes,
then the owner(s) of the successor organization should register again. Bill on the issue date of the transfer of
ownership has occurred, it is possible to commission became due within 15 days after the order becomes
final declaration of transfer of ownership, missing the deadline means the successor has lost the right to get
the commission and the right to claim the commission. The commission can only be paid, if the predecessor
registered proposer did regular proposer activity when the commission was generated. In case the
organization will terminate without a successor, then there is an option to get the commission till the
declaration of termination becomes final after that the right for the commission will cease, the commission
can not be required.
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16. Unless previously agreed upon differently, commissions/discounts are settled monthly. There
are two possible ways of doing this:
•

•

•
•

The agent entitled to the commission receive an invoice from the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. with the
amount, which has to concide with the amount calculated and accepted by Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
+VAT ( the effective %). The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd will fulfills its payment obligation by bank transfer
within 15 days after the receipt of the invoice.
There is an opportunity, to the person or to the organization who is entitled to the commission to asks
for discount on products for own purpose, which can be enforceable during buying products, and it
can be up to 50% of the value(s) of the product(s). In these cases the commission which is still due
made up by the original amount minus the discount which was used to buy products and that amount
can be paid against an invoice.
The legal entites, companys without legal entities- registered proposer are entitled to create an invoice
and to receive the group commission calculated by the register of Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. in each month.
The legal person, companys without legal entities – registered proposer- whos entitled for commission
on instruction and on behalf of Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. the firm will make the invoice about the group
commission, in which the registered proposer and the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd will make a deal. The
Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. commits that it will make invoices regarding to group commission from its own
register on instruction and on behalf of the legal person, companys without legal entites – registered
proposer- whos entitled to get group commission, the monthly commission amount which is due, at
the same time receive the original copy of the invoice, and the copy (second) will be sent out to the
registered proposers by post or/and electronic way.
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17. The rules regarding to the trademarks, which are the property of the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. and also to
the advertising and making the product popular


For advertisment and marketing purpose the advertisement which is given by the Móksha Gyógyír
Ltd. can only be used.



The team members cannot use the Móksha Drop brand logo and trademarks without a written
permission requested before use given by the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. If someone gots a permission
to use the brand logo and the trademarks he/she must follow the regulations.



Every Móksha Drop printed matter, publication, video, photo, graphics, photos of the product is
under copyright, without a written permission previously requested from the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
they cant be copied, neither parts of them. The Móksha Drop websites (facebook appearance) full
content, such as texts, graphics, photos, graphical display is all under copyright, and without a
permission previously requested they can not be used for trade purpose, can not be copied,
neither their parts.







Móksha Drop and logo,
info@mokshacsepp.hu,
www.mokshacsepp.hu, (Móksha Gyógyír Ltd),
slogans (a drop of harmony, unique, particular specific product)
www.fb.com/officialmokshacsepp

18. The Móksha Gyógyír Ltd. makes it a basic principle to update registered persons accurately and in due
time maintaining a good relationship of co-operation with them, as required by any correct partnership.
The Company expects its partners to let it know, as soon as possible, any doubts or questions that may
arise in connection with the present regulations.
19. From the registration and the nature of its content the Móksha Gyógyír Ltd and the registered
proposer (partner) established relationship between is governed by the relevant section of the
Hungarian Civil Code.
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2014. May 1.
Móksha Gyógyír Ltd.
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